RELEASE NOTES

This document details the new features and enhancements for the release of the 2GIG GC3 Panel Firmware Version 3.0.2. To download the firmware update, visit: http://2gig.com/dealers/support-materials/firmware/

Support for LTE Cell Radio

The GC3 panel now supports an LTE Cell Radio. The 2GIG-LTEV-A-GC3 works with Alarm.com on the Verizon network to providing the latest cell technology available. The patent-pending CellSled cell radio is easily replaced by a technician or even a home owner for easy upgrades.

Support for additional Z-Wave Devices

The GC3 firmware now supports the following additional ZWave devices

- GoControl Garage Door Controller – GD00Z-5
- Yale Lock Models – YRD 210, YRD220, YRD 240, YRL 220
- Schlage Lock Models – BE468, FE599
- AEON Labs DSC24-ZWUS, DSC06100ZWUS

System Pairing & Network Settings

- Two new features in the GC3 firmware have been added to support secondary touchscreens. System Pairing and Network Settings will be used to securely pair and connect upcoming touchscreens.

  NOTE: Connecting to a WiFi network using Network Settings will allow connection to secondary touchscreens. It does not connect to Alarm.com

General Enhancements

- Improved Two-way Voice performance when switching between modes
- Eliminated beeps after firmware update completion
- Various system performance enhancements.
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